
Kink Ed
Mistress Jill Carter created the Mr and Mrs. World Leather Competition and was the first African American International Ms Leather (IMsL) in 1996. Jill's platform for her title year was, "Each One Teach One" and they worked tirelessly that year to raise fund for the Leather Archives. This is my homage to those that paved the way for Black Women of Leather such as myself.



Wax Play Hexxx's Way
Presented by KinkEdNV 





CommUNITY

� You are not alone!

� Educate yourself (Google = Best 
friend!)

� Research local community & national 
resources

� Start with munches, classes & other 
public events

� Not the place for drama 



Before we begin...



Before we begin...
Please put your phones on silent mode



Before we begin...
Please put your phones on silent mode

If you need to take or make a call, please do so outside



Before we begin...
Please put your phones on silent mode

If you need to take or make a call, please do so outside

Please do not talk over each other



Where to find resources
Greenery Press

FetLife.com

NCSFreedom.org



Negotiation

Kink Ed
We teach the importance of negotiation and consent. Always be sure your intentions are clear, concise, and that you ask as many questions as it takes to proceed with play. Reconfirming consent as you play is just as important as before you play



Negotiation 

Preferred name

Kink Ed
And preferred pronouns! Respect is key.



Negotiation 

Level of experience 

(including style of play)?

•



Negotiation 

Allergies

Kink Ed
I happen to have sensitive skin. I prefer unscented candles. It is just as important for a top to use materials that will not cause an allergic reaction as it is for the bottom.



Negotiation 

Piercings

Kink Ed
Be aware of piercings. It may be ideal to remove them, if possible. If not, be vigilant to avoid getting wax in them.



Negotiation 

What to wear

Kink Ed
Where what you are comfortable wearing.. I prefer my bottoms are nude to save me the guilt of ruining clothes. If your bottom is not comfortable being nude, adapt. Work around the clothing. Hopefully they are at least down to their underwear/panties.



Negotiation

Is it ok to touch? If so, where?



Negotiation

 Safe word



Negotiation 

Aftercare

Kink Ed
ALWAYS ask about aftercare; for your bottom and yourself and follow through.



SAFETY 



KinkEdNV does NOT 
teach anyone how to be 

safe



We teach you how to play 
safer.



RISKS



BURNS🔥 



At 118 degrees, human skin 

can sustain 

first-degree burns



Second-degree burn injury 

can occur at a temperature of 

131 degrees.



Human skin is destroyed 

when temperatures reach 

162 degrees



The degree of a burn is determine by the 
depth and severity



First degree burns have these signs

Redness

Hot to the touch

Irritation

Dry

No blisters or bubbles



First degree burn: Sunburn is a common example 



Second degree burns have these signs
Swelling

Severe pain

Blisters

Sloughing (top layer of skin falls away)

Weeping fluid



A swollen burn can put 
pressure on nerve cells and 
restrict blood flow in parts of 
the body that aren't even 
involved in the burned area.



When burns go all the way 
around an arm or a leg, it 
can result in what's known 
as compartment syndrome.



In the worst-case scenario, 
compartment syndrome 
can lead to dying tissue.



The dying tissue gives off 
toxins that poison the 
areas around it, increasing 
the overall damage.



The process can go on long 
enough to kill the victim.



One indicator to call a burn 
severe is if it reaches all 
the way around an arm or a 
leg.



Another is if the burn 
involves the hands or feet. 
That swelling could lead to 
an amputation.



Second degree burn: 



Third-degree burns extend all the way through the dermis 
and into the subcutaneous tissue beneath. Look for:

Black center area

Dry burn

Surrounded by second-degree burned skin



Third-degree burns  always 
require 

skin grafts 
to heal.



I am no hero. 
I did not have the stomach 
to share 3rd degree burn 

photos. 



You're welcome. 



Google is your friend...

Kink Ed
If you really want to see what a third degree burn looks like, there are tons of images online for medical websites and burn centers.



Wax play safety tools and precautions



Kink Ed
While I use very little flame, it is highly encouraged that you have an extinguisher in arms reach.



First aid kit

Kink Ed
If you don’t have this in your play kit, get one. Don’t rely on anyone else to have it for your disposal.



Tarp



Water



A neat and clutter free play area



Tools for wax removal but we will get to that later...



Burn Treatment and What You 
Should Know



Burn Treatment and What You Should Know

Run cool tap water over the burn or 

applying cool compresses for the first 

30 minutes. Do NOT apply ice, as 

this can slow the healing process.



Burn Treatment and What You Should Know

Cover the burn with a non-stick bandage. 

You can apply antibiotic ointment or aloe 

vera gel to keep the burn moist for the 

first couple of days, but don’t keep the 

wound wet longer than that.



Burn Treatment and What You Should Know

Over-the-counter pain 

medicine can alleviate the 

discomfort



Infants and the elderly are more 

susceptible to burns and the healing 

process is more strenuous on these 

two groups in particular. 



It is highly recommended that 

you see a medical professional 

to assess and treat your burn.



Now we can talk about wax...



What is the “safest” wax to use?



Paraffin

Kink Ed
Some people prefer soy. Either is usually acceptable for use. Callback to allergies.



It is advisable to avoid

scented

dyed

metallic



These have an increased melting 

point.

Burn hotter

Cause scarring



We recommend 

additive free



Melting points



High burning: Beeswax
145° F to 170° F
Do NOT use





Fuck around and find out



Medium burning: Soy

Melts at 
135° F to 145° F





Low burning: Scented and paraffin

1 Melts at 120° F to 135° F

2. Do not use scented unless made 

for play



SAFETY CANDLES



Jesus...



This candle burns for 9 days



Foxwick Candles

Etsy: 
https://www.etsy.com/shop/FoxwickCandles

Facebook: Foxwick Candles
Fetlife: MxFoxie

Kink Ed
My partners use these candles and the creator comes highly recommended in my local community. I believe they live in the Sacramento area.



Tips for Tops

Test wax on yourself first 



Tips for Tops
Test on bottom next

*Remember everyone's pain threshold is 
different



Break Time



How to Prepare 



Shaving may be ideal.

Apply baby or coconut oil to 
the skin before anything else.



Positioning 



The further the heat source is to 

the skin, the better



Avoid the face and eyes. 

Face skin is very thin.



Avoid open wounds



Avoid genitalia 







This is a safer practice... It 
has been done



Best Developed Practice
• 18" is the target distance to begin your pours

• Start with high and smaller pours to gauge

• Communicate

• Gradually decrease distance of pours



Do NOT Pool wax

It takes longer to cool and leaves heat on skin 

longer

• When using a candle, rotate it so it burns evenly

• Wax play is for external use only



If wax gets too intense, wipe it with your 

hands.

1. This spreads and cools the wax

2. Holding hand over wax gives 

added/different sensation



Added Fun





Kink Ed
I use a safety candle and CRAYOLAS to create artsy designs. Remember that CRAYOLA crayons burn hotter and your bottom will feel it. I prefer to pour white wax to create my canvas and then use the Crayolas. Your bottom may not want the canvas and prefer straight Crayola and safety candles. Negotiate.



Removal





Kink Ed
While my bottom likes these (dull) knives, Yonex can use a credit card, room key, dull machete, or even your hands. Please keep in mind that these knives belong to the bottom as they use them for knife and blood play. Once someone bleeds on a toy/instrument, it is theirs. Do not use them on anyone else. Safety first!




